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Group Award Counter PC/Windows

● the program scans your last photos and finds the minimum number
of awards required to post to next group. ● the program informs you if
you have "PASSED" the limit or if you have enough awards to try with
the "second chance thread" ● the program informs you if you have
enough awards to receive a special award if you get enough comments
from the group ● the program can also count the points of a specified
photo if you have the photos url stored ● the program has two
different views: (i) list view where it shows the groups and the awards
of the group and the amount of points needed to the next level and (ii)
detail view where you can see the points and awards of the photo of
the group. ● the program has three different filters to sort the photos:
(i) date of the last photo (i.e. post) (ii) date posted (iii) filter by best
rating. ● the program has two different views for the "details view": (i)
list view (ii) detail view with a thumb image ● the program has also
been optimized to save memory and the display list is sorted by the
most recent photo (i.e. post) ● the program can be used in different
languages (English, Spanish, French, Portugese, Russian, Indonesian,
Italian, Japanese, Korean,...) Note: the program can be used with all
versions of Windows. It includes all updates and changes since its first
release. Group Award Counter review By: chinalove982, Oct-26-2011
12:31 AM (UTC 0) Have been looking for something like this for a
while. Thank you so much. You are a professional, congratulations! By:
pauln, Oct-28-2011 01:56 AM (UTC 0) I have made a website devoted
to this topic. Have fun: By: vikramkumar, Nov-06-2011 07:23 AM (UTC
0) It doesn't work properly. I am trying to get all the awards for my
group but it doesn't give any output. There is no problem with the url.
It works fine for groups that have less than 5 awards. By:
chinalove982, Oct-27-2012 09:05 AM (UTC 0) What operating system
are you using?

Group Award Counter Full Product Key

============= * Supports upto 5 groups. * Shows all groups,
user or private, which are scanned. * Checks the last photos uploaded
by the user and shows those that have awards. * Shows the number of
awards in a group. * Shows the number of photos in a group. * Shows
the total number of photos uploaded to Flickr. * Shows the number of
awards received in a group. * Displays the number of awards in a
group and compares it with the specified maximum limit. * Shows the
number of awarded comments. * Shows the number of awarded
photos. * Shows the number of awarded comments in a group. * Shows
the number of awarded photos in a group. * Shows the number of
awarded comments in a group. * Shows the number of users in a
group. * Shows the number of users who received awards in a group. *
Shows the number of users who received awards in a group. * Shows
the number of awards received in a group by different users. * Shows



the number of comments received by different users in a group. *
Shows the number of photos received by different users in a group. *
Shows the number of comments received by different users in a group.
* Shows the number of awards received by different users in a group. *
Shows the number of photos received by different users in a group. *
Shows the number of comments received by different users in a group.
* Shows the number of awards received by a user in a group. * Shows
the number of photos received by a user in a group. * Shows the
number of comments received by a user in a group. * Shows the
number of awards received by a user in a group. * Shows the number
of comments received by a user in a group. * Shows the number of
awards received by a user in a group. * Shows the number of photos
received by a user in a group. * Shows the number of comments
received by a user in a group. * Shows the number of awards received
by a user in a group. * Shows the number of photos received by a user
in a group. * Shows the number of comments received by a user in a
group. * Shows the total number of awards received by a user in a
group. * Shows the total number of photos received by a user in a
group. * Shows the total number of comments received by 2edc1e01e8



Group Award Counter Crack With Key

Version 3.0: - introduced "Simple Awards" and "Special Awards" to the
lists - introduced special "flickr_award_notify_comment" to the lists -
improved the interface with different list modes (all, commented,
completed, pending, special) - improved the program usage interface -
the program can scan the last images in your Flickr account - the
program is now available in many languages (English, Spanish,
French, Italian, Dutch, German, Portuguese, Korean) - some changes
in the photo acquisition process - improved the reading and saving of
group and group member information (thanks to Aussie) - added the
ability to export group awards (thanks to Aussie) - "Competitive
Awards" is now "League Awards" (thanks to Sesviii) - added the "status
filter" feature - many other changes and enhancements - Group Award
Counter is now a fully functional application for Windows, not only a
freeware (thanks to Aussie) What's new in this version: - version 3.0 is
a release of the program to the same level as the first released version
- the program now has its own dedicated forum - there are some
corrections and improvements in the program user interface - the
program can now open images from other services like Picasa,
SkyDrive, Box and many others - the program can now be used to scan
from other services other than Flickr (thanks to thekdu) - the program
has a new and improved scan method that uses only the date and the
number of photos saved in your Flickr account - the program is now
available in different languages (English, Spanish, French, Italian,
Dutch, German, Portuguese, Korean) - the program can now export
group and group member info in CSV format - the program now saves
some settings in the registry - the program now has a new and
improved user interface - the program can now read and save the
flickr_award_notify_comment string - the program can now read the
special tags (i.e. border_color, border_width, group_logo, logo,
group_name, name_background, logo_background, group_id,
primary_group_id, group_id_info, group_url, logo_url,
group_group_info, group_group_url, group_member_url, group_
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What's New In Group Award Counter?

Group Award Counter is a handy and reliable utility designed to
scan your last photos and to count the awards received by different
Flickr groups. This is useful for multi level groups where you need to
reach a minimum number of awards before you can post to the "next
level" group. The program informs you if you have "PASSED" the limit
or if you have enough awards to try with the "second chance thread".
The program is also helpful for those groups where you can receive a
special award if you get enough comments from the group. Supported
Groups: This application scans your flickr account for the following
groups: Group#1 - Free Photography Groups Group#2 - Digital
Photography Groups Group#3 - Picture Making Groups Group#4 -
Photo Tips and Reviews Group#5 - Photo Blogs Group#6 - All Nature
Groups Group#7 - Photography Clubs Group#8 - Wildlife Photography
Groups Group#9 - Photography Shopping Group#10 - Creative Places
Groups Group#11 - Photo Organization Groups Group#12 - Photo
Classes Group#13 - Photo Art and Museums Group#14 - Photography
Lab Groups Group#15 - Photo Supplies and Equipment Group#16 -
Photo Light and Lighting Groups Group#17 - Photo Story and
Storytelling Groups Group#18 - Photographers Clubs Group#19 -
Light Painting and Illustration Group#20 - BlenderPhotography
Group#21 - Bokeh Special Group#22 - Photo Light and Lighting
Groups Group#23 - Photo Camera Clubs Group#24 - Photo Light and
Lighting Groups Group#25 - Science Photography Group#26 - 3D
Objects Photography Group#27 - Social Media Photography Group#28
- Nature Photography Group#29 - Nature Photography Group#30 -
Nature Photography Group#31 - Nature Photography Group#32 -
Nature Photography Group#33 - Nature Photography Group#34 -
Nature Photography Group#35
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System Requirements:

- XP system requirements should be in line with the requirements
listed on the game's website. - All PC games have their own specific
system requirements and should be considered on a per game basis,
not based on the title. It is also worth noting that all PC games also
have minimum and recommended system requirements. System
Requirements - Minimum: OS: Windows Vista (64bit), Windows 7
(64bit), Windows 8 (64bit) Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo, AMD Athlon 64
X2 or better. Memory: 2 GB RAM
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